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A
The Lake District Attractions Guide
Dalemain Mansion & Historic Gardens
History, Culture & Landscape（景观）. Discover and enjoy 4 centuries of history, 5 acres of
celebrated and award-winning gardens with parkland walk. Owned by the Hasell family since 1679,
home to the International Marmalade Festival. Gifts and antiques, plant sales, museums &
Mediaeval Hall Tearoom.
Open: 29 Mar - 29 Oct, Sun to Thurs.
Tearoom, Gardens & Gift Shop: 10.30 - 17.00 (16.00 in Oct).
House: 11.15 - 16.00 (15.00 in Oct).
Town: Pooley Bridge & Penrith
Abbot Hall Art Gallery & Museum
Those viewing the quality of Abbot Hall’s temporary exhibitions may be forgiven for thinking
they are in a city gallery. The impressive permanent collection includes Turners and Romneys and the
temporary exhibition programme has Canaletto and the artists from St Ives.
Open: Mon to Sat and Summer Sundays. 10.30 - 17.00 Summer. 10.30 - 16.00 Winter.
Town: Kendal
Tullie House Museum & Art Gallery
Discover, explore and enjoy award-winning Tullie House, where historic collections, contemporary
art and family fun are brought together in one impressive museum and art gallery. There are four
fantastic galleries to visit from fine art to interactive fun, So there’s something for everyone!
Open: High Season 1 Apr - 31 Oct: Mon to Sat 10.00 - 17.00, Sun 11.00 - 17.00.
Low Season 1 Nov - 31 Mar: Mon to Sat 10.00 - 16.30, Sun 12.00 - 16.30.
Town: Carlisle
Dove Cottage & The Wordsworth Museum
Discover William Wordsworth’s inspirational home. Take a tour of his Lakeland cottage, walk
through his hillside garden and explore the riches of the collection in the Museum. Visit the shop and
relax in the café. Exhibitions, events and family activities throughout the year.
Open: Daily, 09.30-17.30 (last admission 17.00).
Town: Grasmere
1-When is the House at Dalemain Mansion & Historic Gardens open on Sundays in July?
A. 09.30 - 17.30.

B.10.30 - 16.00.
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C. 11.15 - 16.00.

D. 12.00 - 16.30.

2-What can visitors do at Abbot Hall Art Galley & Museum?
A. Enjoy Romney’s works.
B.Have some interactive fun.
C. Attend a famous festival.
D.Learn the history of a family.
3-Where should visitors go if they want to explore Wordsworth's life?
A. Penrith.

B. Kendal.

C. Carlisle.

D. Grasmere.

4(LXP)-Which of the following is TRUR according to the Guide?
A You can buy souvenirs纪念品 when traveling most of the attractions.
B All Opening and closing times varies according to the seasonal changes.
C Abbot Hall Art Gallery & Museum is highly suggested if you preferred to modern art.
D There are two options enjoying each family member’s company.
5-划出你认为能用在自己写小作文文体邀请信之类的好的词汇和句型：
gallery 画廊
6-书面表达：
上周末，你和同学参加了一次采摘活动。请你为班级英语角写一篇短文，介绍这次活动，内容包括:
1-农场情况；2-采摘过程；3-个人感受。
注意：
1-词数100左右；

2-题目已为你写好。

题目：My Weekend
利用下面的mini版套娃范文改写作文
LXP-Studio-mini版套娃范文
Dear XXX,
1.1-Still wondering how to be a China Hand?
1.2-Have you ever given any thought to exploring Chinese traditional culture by attending a
paper-cutting show?
2-Upon hearing that a paper-cutting show is just around the corner (=approaching), I can’t wait
to share the news with you. (=I am eager to invite you to join me to appreciate the show together).
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3.1-I know that interested in oriental mysterious and exotic culture, you have been seeking
opportunities to explore its wonder in person for years.
3.2-This is the opportunity!
4.1-So well organized and designed, the annual show attracts an increasing number of papercutting amateurs.
4.2-Exploring the show is an amazing experience, a fantastic experience, definitely a fabulous
journey that won’t fail to inspire you.
5.1-Imagine how impressive it would be if you personally experience the merging of handcraft
and symbol culture in the exhibition.
5.2-Come and join me!
6-Not only can we admire the fantastic paper cutting works together, but also we can exchange
ideas when enjoying the exhibition.
7.1-Please consider the following as the friendly reminders:
7.2-Just note that we are supposed to sign up online in advance, if we are scheduled to
participate in the show.
8.1-It is from November 10th to 18th that the show will be on.
8.2-The show is to be presented at the LXP Museum.
9.1-Just let me know if you are available.
9.2-Don’t hesitate to call me anytime if you have any question. I am looking forward to your
reply and good news!

Yours,

xxx

范文：邀请人一起要去参加，将来
考题：My weekend，过去
交集：事，好，难忘！
A版
Last weekend, I went to the farm nearby.
Natural and full of sunshine, the farm attracts an increasing number of farming amateurs.
Not only did we enjoy nature environment, but also we picked the fruits up in the farm.
Exploring the farm was an amazing experience, a fantastic experience, definitely a fabulous
journey that didn’t fail to inspire/impress me.
This is the my weekend!
B版
My Weekend
Tracing back to the last weekend when my classmates and I went to a farm nearby, I can’t wait
to share the details with you guys.
Covering an area of 6,000 square metres, it has attracted a great number of tourists for their
farm tour as a way of leisure. So do we. After the instruction of farm technicians, we started our
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adventure at once. Excited and thrilled, we were totally occupied with the fascinating farm
exploration. Not only could we pick fresh vegetables and fruits in person, but also we could enjoy the
fruits of our own labour directly.
It was getting so close to nature that has inspired all of us. Imagine how impressive it would be if
you can personally experience the wonderful journey.
C版
Have you ever given any thoughts to exploring the farm nearby?
I have, and so I did.
It was last weekend that we went to the farm. Covering an area of 6,000 square metres, it has
attracted a great number of tourists for their farm tour as a way of leisure.
Not only did we enjoy the nature in the farm, but also we picked up the fresh vegetables and
fruits in person. We also learnt the right following-up efforts after pick-up, such as storage, dirt
removal, and fresh preservation.
Exploring the farm was an amazing experience, a fantastic experience, a fabulous journey that I
never forget.
Still IMAGINE how yummy the fruits are?
Why not TRY it on your own?
B版
Have you ever given any thought to exploring the farm nearby?
I have, and so I did.
It was last weekend that together we went to the farm. Covering an area of 6,000 square
metres, the farm has attracted a great number of tourists for their farm tour as a way of leisure.
Exploring the farm was an amazing experience, a fantastic experience, definitely a fabulous
journey that I can’t wait to share with you.
Not only did we enjoy the nature in the farm, but also we picked up the fresh vegetables and
fruits in person.
Imagine how excited when enjoying the natural rewards immediately you picked them up.
We also learnt the right following-up efforts after pick-up, such as storage, dirt removal, and
fresh preservation.
Still IMAGINE how yummy the fruits are?
Why not TRY it on your own?
B
Some parents will buy any high-tech toy if they think it will help their child, but researchers said
puzzles help children with math-related skills.
Psychologist Susan Levine, an expert on mathematics development in young children at the
University of Chicago, found children who play with puzzles between ages 2 and 4 later develop
better spatial skills. Puzzle play was found to be a significant predictor of cognition (认知) after
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controlling for differences in parents’ income, education and the amount of parent talk, Levine said.
The researchers analyzed video recordings of 53 child-parent pairs during everyday activities at
home and found children who play with puzzles between 26 and 46 months of age have better
spatial skills when assessed at 54 months of age.
“The children who played with puzzles performed better than those who did not, on tasks that
assessed their ability to rotate (旋转) and translate shapes,”Levine said in a statement.
The parents were asked to interact with their children as they normally would, and about half of
the children in the study played with puzzles at one time. Higher-income parents tended to have
children play with puzzles more frequently, and both boys and girls who played with puzzles had
better spatial skills. However, boys tended to play with more complex=complicated puzzles than
girls, and the parents of boys provided more spatial language and were more active during puzzle
play than the parents of girls.
The findings were published in the journal Developmental Science.
1-In which aspect do children benefit from puzzle play?
A. Building confidence.
B. Developing spatial skills.
C. Learning self-control.
D. Gaining high-tech knowledge.
2-What did Levine take into consideration when designing her experiment?
A. Parents’ age.
B. Children’s imagination.
C. Parents’ education.
D. Child-parent relationship.
3-How do boys differ from girls in puzzle play?
A. They play with puzzles more often.
B. They tend to talk less during the game.
C. They prefer to use more spatial language.
D. They are likely to play with tougher puzzles.
4-What is the text mainly about?
A. A mathematical method.
B. A scientific study.
C. A woman psychologist.
D. A teaching program
5-What can we infer from the sentence underlined?
A. We can tell the acknowledge ability from children by puzzle play in some extent在某种程度上 if the
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particular indexes about their parents are set.
B. Puzzle play was discovered as the fourth factor of affecting children’s cognition after their
parents’ income, education and amount of talk with their parents.
C. Among the factors affecting children’s cognition——parents’ income, education and the amount
of parent talk, puzzle play tops them all.
D. The younger the children play with puzzles the better the spacial skills they have.
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R1306-B
One of the greatest gifts one generation can give to other generations is the wisdom it has gained
from experience.
A (定语) is B (定语)
The belief that new technologies are causing the death of the work is the idea that never goes away.
The belief that new technologies are causing the death of the work is still popular.->catch on
This idea has inspired the award-winning photographer Andrew Zuckerman. He interviewed and took
photos of fifty over-sixty-five-year-olds all over the world. His project explores various aspects of
their lives. The photos and interviews are now available on our website.
Click on the introductions to read the complete interviews.
->Read the complete introductions to master the detail of the whole process.
His project explores various aspects of their lives. The photos and interviews are now available on
our website.
->His project explores various aspects of their lives, with the photos and interviews now available on
our website.
all walks of life 各行各业
Let us now have a culture of peace.
—Federico Mayor Zaragoza, Spain
Federico Mayor Zaragoza obtained=gain/attain/earn/acquire a doctorate in pharmacy（药学）from
the Complutense University of Madrid in 1958. After many years spent in politics, he became
Director-General of UNESCO in 1987. In 1999, he created the Foundation for a Culture of Peace, of
which he is now the president.
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….., of which XXX will be the judge.
….., the theme of which is XXXX

In addition to many scientific publications, he has published four collections of poems and several
books of essays.
a collection of 一些
we had to cross the body of water
a stand of woods
a +n +of : 量词
Writing is a discovery.
—Nadine Gordimer, South Africa
Due to a weak heart, Nadine Gordimer attended school and university briefly. She read widely and
began writing at an early age. She published her first short story at the age of fifteen, and has
completed a large number of works, which have been translated into forty languages. In 1991,
Gordimer won the Nobel Prize for Literature.

Jazz is about the only form of art today.
—Dave Brubeck, USA
Dave Brubeck studied music at the University of the Pacific and graduated in 1942. After World War
Two he was encouraged to play jazz. In 1951, he recorded his first album（专辑）. Brubeck‘s 1959
album has become a jazz standard. He received a Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award in 1996.
1. Why did Andrew Zuckerman choose the fifty elders for his project?
A. Because their wisdom deserves to be passed on.
B. Because they are physically impressive.
C. Because their accomplishments=achievements inspired him.
D. Because they have similar experiences.
2. According to the web page, Federico Mayor Zaragoza
A. has won many awards for his work in politics
B. has served as the president of a university
C. has devoted all his life to the field of science
D. has made achievements in different areas
3. Who most probably said “My education has been the library and books“ in the interview when
reflecting on his/her experience?
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A. Andrew Zuckerman.
B. Federico Mayor Zaragoza.
C. Nadine Gordimer.
D. Dave Brubeck.
4. What is the main purpose of this web page?
A. To show Zuckerman‘s awards.
B. To publicize Zuckerman‘s project.
C. To spread the wisdom of the three people.
D. To celebrate the achievements of the three people.
MR017-D-P202
P1-It was reported last week that developers could take photos from Apple mobile and Google
Android devices without the phone owners knowing that the images were being taken. In Apple’s
case, developers can also obtain the location information for each photo.
P2-Senator（参议员）Charles Schumer said in a telephone interview that his office had spoken with
officials at both Apple and Google on Monday.
P3-“We asked them if they could find a way on their own to prevent Apple from having access to
private information,” Mr. Schumer said. “They were friendly and open to the idea that this ought to
be changed.”
P4-On Sunday, Mr. Schumer said that he planned to send a letter to the Federal Trade Commission
asking the agency to investigate Apple and Google after the privacy concerns came to light/be
exposed/published. Claudia Bourne Farrell, an F.T.C. spokeswoman, said the agency had received the
letter but she could not comment further.
make a comment about sth
like / thumb up 点赞
P5-“It worries people to think that one’s personal photos, address book, and who knows what
else, can be obtained and even posted online without permission,” Mr. Schumer wrote in his letter to
the F.T.C. “If the technology exists to open the door to this kind of privacy invasion, then surely
technology exists to close it, and that’s exactly what must happen.”
5-Which can replace the underlined word”invasion->invade”？
A-adversity-逆境
B-preservation-保存-》cold preservation 冷藏
C-prescription-》处方
D-aggression-侵略/aggressive
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P6-Mr. Schumer said if Apple and Google could not come to an agreement to fix the problem, then he
would be forced to take the issue further.
P7-He said other companies had been willing to work with his office to fix issues. “I’m optimistic
that we can get this changed without any regulation,” he said. “If it’s not changed, then we’ll
turn to the F.T.C., and if that doesn’t work, we’ll consider legislative（法律的）approach.”
P8-The F.T.C. has warned companies to try to be more vigilant（警醒的）in their efforts to protect
consumers when it comes to privacy.
1-Which of the following statements is TRUE?
A. Privacy invasion from Apple has existed for a long time.
B. Mr. Schumer takes the privacy concerns caused by Apple and Google seriously.
C. Privacy invasion from Google has existed for a long time.
D. Apple and Google have decided to make a change.
2-Mr. Schumer’s letter to the F.T.C. mainly shows that the technology to open the door to privacy
invasion ________.
A. causes privacy invasion to happen frequently
B. can be used if permitted
C. causes people to worry about the safety of their personal information
D. causes personal information to be posted online without permission
3-If the privacy concerns can’t be solved with the help of the F.T.C., ________.
A. The senators will force the companies not to invade privacy
B. The companies will be closed
C. The companies will be fined
D. The senators will turn to legislation
4-Where can we read about the passage?
A. In a newspaper.
B. In a travel brochure.
C. In a sci-fi magazine -》science-fiction 科幻
D. In a textbook.
5-Which can replace the underlined word”invasion”？
A-adversity
C-prescription

B-preservation
D-aggression
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